
Instant Geography Fieldwork Ideas* 
Adapted from list Compiled by Chris Barlow: University of Cumbria, G.A Special Interest Group 

*Please note, whilst these ideas are usually used to encourage children to get outside, there is no 

reason why they can’t be applied to the space inside and around the home.  The aim is to observe, 

question and enquire about the world around them…however big or small that might be right now!  

Have fun!  

1. Get About: Define an area to explore in or around your home.  Walk the space. Ask someone else to call an 

example from the table below, run and stand in places that match. Repeat. 

 

2. Questions, Questions, Questions: Choose a photo/area/object/anything in or around your home. Come up with a 

load of questions about it! 

3. Alien Abduction: You wake up one morning and an alien spaceship has stolen this entire space (choose an area in 

or around the home e.g. the size of a cushion or a hula hoop, or mark out with chalk/masking tape) and taken it 

back to the alien’s home planet as part of their interplanetary museum – will it be missed? If so by whom? Or by 

what? 

4. Talking Trees – use speech bubbles to record as many facts, observations, thoughts about a tree as possible. This 

doesn’t have to be one you can see, just one you have found out about!  

5. It’s a frame up: use cardboard frames to capture a wide variety of images of the place around you. 

6. Scavenged Sculptures: use cardboard frames to frame a spiral, tower, name or pattern using found items. Note: 

need to do a scavenger hunt (within your home) for items first – 2 mins perhaps. 

7. Listen in: close your eyes for 1 minute, then blurt out all the things you heard to someone in your house/write 

them down 

8. Guardians of the Galaxy: You are the protectors of this place, create signs offering instructions and advice to those 

who are less public spirited. Take superhero photos of you striking a pose by the things you wish to protect or 

things you want people to stop doing…what would your superhero voice say? 

9. MeerKat Manor: find a high spot and take a 2 min. duty…you don’t miss a thing and question everything –

especially any risks or hazards, reporting to your next in command (partner) or create an audio diary, try printing 

masks http://www.supercoloring.com/paper-crafts/meerkat-mask-template. 

10. One minute makeover: how would you redesign this place? Report on this any way you choose!  

11. Strike a Pose: use the area as yours and your family’s own personal photo shoot location – work it baby, you own 

this place! 

12. Spin the bottle and head off on a journey: record your journey at every stride, or create a journey stick or a scroll 

map. 

13. Geo-graffiti: go crazy and plaster the area with words, questions, phrases and thoughts on stickers. 

14. Grading spaces – grade areas of the space out of 5. 1 is lowest. 

15. 7 wonders: (think positively): can you identify 7 amazing things about this place? 

16. Pizza the Action: Create a pizza from corrugated cardboard. Place the pizza on the ground and each group takes a 

slice, turns around and that is their area to explore. Filling their pizza slice with as many facts, figures, words, 

drawings, smudges of colour ‘things’ etc as possible.  

Warmest Dirtiest With a word or sentence 

Coldest Well cared for Newest 

Wettest Neglected Oldest 

Most interesting Busy Reminds you of something else 

Dullest Most like a place near your home With an interesting pattern 

Best Where you’d like to be photo with a date or number 

Worst Could be from a movie That an alien would find intriguing 

Cleanest With a number That an animal would like 

Where a toddler would run to That is brightest Something that is wrong 

Something that is right Something that annoys you That a superhero would like 

Where you can be a statue To place a bench To place a bin 

unloved Perfect for a  mini-beast’s home Rough/ smooth /textured 

To see green To see the sky … best place to hide- do it! 

http://www.supercoloring.com/paper-crafts/meerkat-mask-template


17. Haiku Garden: create a sedate place of urban calm and splendour by writing and displaying your poems 

18. Place Poem: chose a location write a line of poetry…repeat, repeat, repeat. 

19. (Instant) Flash Mob enquiry: are trees important? What happens when it rains? How would you change this place? 

How could this place be better for different people? How else could this place be used? How was this space 

created? How is this space changing etc etc.  

20. Spin Poem: write a description of what you see in the direction of the arrow – do this several times then read out 

the free-form poem you have created. 

21. Old and new word walk: stand in two rows opposite a partner – one side uses a word to describe an old building, 

the others side describe a new one. Shout out with gusto as your teacher walks down the line – could also be done 

with other opposing features.  

22. (Thinking positive) Like Line: create a line where everybody has to step forward and declare something they like 

about this place. 

23. Telescopes 1: Stand back to back with a partner. Person 1 - describe what you can see through telescope (stay 

focussed on one view). Person 2- listen or record (Wordle). Do 4 turns for a N,S,E and W perspective. 

24. Telescopes 2: Stand back to back with a partner. Partner then describes what they can see through the telescope 

(stay focussed on one view) – you draw a CD sized circle then draw what your partner is describing…no looking 

round! 

25. Just a Minute Word Scape: a superfast verbal explosion of nouns, adjectives and verbs all within a minute – friend 

records or listens. 

26. Mini-exploration: use the action-discovery grid to  below to direct and frame your discoveries. 

27. A Load of Pooh: create a sketch map of the area ala 100 Acre Wood. 

28. Tall Tales: only focus on what you can see up high- describe in 5 words. 

29. Emoji Rock –garden: draw emojis on pebbles or a pieces of pebble-sized card and clutter the space with pure 

emotion. 

30. Scavenger Hunt: How many different (green, textured, shiny…) items can you find in 2 minutes 

 Action Discovery 

1 Roll  

2 Lift  
 
 

3 Peel  
 
 

4 Shake  
 
 

5 Part  
 
 

6 Rummage through  
 
 

7 Up-turn  
 
 

8 Dig  
 

9 Scratch and scrape  
 

10 Poke  


